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ECCO Machine Suppressor 1.375-24 Bravo Mount Conversion Work Order 
 

We will not commence service if any category is left blank.    
 

First and Last Name:____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Full MAILING Address: 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Phone (text capable if possible):__________________________________________________________ 
 
Email address:_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Suppressor(s) make, model and serial number: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Mounting system(s) to be used:___________________________________________________________ 

 
Other Manufacturer’s Mount/Adapter included or drop shipped (recommended): Y______   N ______ 

*We do not stock or sell any other manufacturer’s parts 

 

Are you purchasing any ECCO Machine Mount/Adapters (Please specify, see list in info email): 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Muzzle device protrusion from register face of Bravo adapter:________inches,  or unknown________ 
 

 

 

 
Color to refinish: SOCOM Black (Default) ____Grey-Black Colt Flat ____ Flat Grey____ 

Burnt Bronze____TAN FDE____Coyote brown____Flat Brown____OD Green____  

No Refinish (-$25)______ 
 
Refinish mount/adapter to match Suppressor? (multi-piece adapters +$25) Y_____N______ 
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ECCO Machine Suppressor 1.375-24 Bravo Mount Conversion Work Order 
 
 
Rocksett Mount/Adapter into suppressor: Y_____ N_____ 
 
End cap repair needed? Y_____ N______ (end cap repairs will incur additional cost if they require 
welding or cap replacement) 
 
Dead Air front end cap conversion? (+$75, Not available for all models, will advise) Y_____ N_____ 
 
Shorten if possible/feasible to offset mount/adapter length: Y_____N_____  
 
Recore needed? Y_____ N______ (will contact prior to performing work) 
 
 
Any additional information or services desired: 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Not all muzzle devices will be compatible with all suppressor models due to blast chamber length and/or 
muzzle device diameter.   Some conversions, namely AAC titanium suppressors, will not support muzzle 
devices with larger (>.8”) diameters.  Many conversions will not support muzzle devices over 1.1” 
diameter, such as JMAC brake mounts. 
 
On suppressor models where shortening is possible and elected, muzzle device protrusion details help 
us determine if it will work in your application, and how much can be removed.  1” is the maximum.  
 
Shortening to offset mount length is not possible on all suppressors, most AAC models cannot be.   It is 
generally NOT recommended due to potential muzzle device & blast baffle interference. 
 
AAC Cyclones do need the first baffle bored out for conversion to be able to accommodate virtually any 
muzzle device.   There is no additional charge for this.   It may be necessary on some other models as 
well. 
 
We do not stock or sell Dead Air front caps, so if you elect and we are able to perform that conversion 
on your suppressor, you will need to source your own caps.  If you desire the cap to be finished to match 
the suppressor, it needs to be included.   There is no additional charge for refinishing the cap at the time 
of conversion with refinish 
 

 
 

 
 


